Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)
Policy and Procedure in Nursery and Reception at Falkner House
At Falkner House, the mandatory EYFS framework (amended for September 2021) applies to Nursery and
Reception. The safeguarding and welfare requirements are given legal force by Regulations made under Section
39(1)(b) of the Childcare Act 2006.
Whilst Falkner House is exempted from the learning and development aspects of the 2017 EYFS they are still used
as a guide by the school to help ensure that children learn and develop as well as possible. The safeguarding and
welfare requirements of the EYFS still apply. We aim to give a broad range of knowledge and skills to provide the
right foundation for children’s future progress through school and life.
All Falkner House policies provide for, where relevant, our EYFS children. Where appropriate, this is specifically
mentioned within those polices
The following information is available for parents either within this document or as indicated. Further
information is also provided in the Nursery and Reception handbooks, and for Reception pupils, the Parent
Handbook (all policies and handbooks are on the website):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How the EYFS is being provided in the setting (including any alternative provision in the case of exemptions)
How parents and carers can access more information about the EYFS
The range and type of activities and experiences provided for children
The daily routines of the setting (Timetables are available on the website)
How parents and carers can share learning at home
How the setting supports children with SEN or disabilities (please see the Equal Opportunities Policy)
Food and drinks provided for children
Details of policies and procedures including
o The procedure in the event that a parent/carer fails to collect a child (please see the Health and Safety Policy)
o The procedure for dealing with the circumstance of a child going missing at, or away from, the setting (please see
the Health and Safety Policy)
o Staffing in the setting (please see staffing section on the website)
o The name and role of the child’s key person and their role (parents will be notified on or before the first day of
school)
o An emergency contact number for parents to use: Mrs Griggs 020 7259 2492

Introduction
Every child deserves the best possible start in life and the support that enables them to fulfil their potential. Children
develop quickly in the early years and a child’s experiences between birth and age five have a major impact on their future
life chances. A secure, safe and happy childhood is important in its own right. Good parenting and high quality early
learning together provide the foundation children need to make the most of their abilities and talents as they grow up.
Falkner House sees its role to encourage:
● security & trust as a base for learning.
● the building of friendships / relationships with children & adults outside of the family.
● curiosity, enthusiasm & a willingness to "try things out" so as to enhance self-confidence & self-worth.
● active learning, being involved in what they are learning and concentrating
● the children to have their own ideas and to make links with other areas of learning
● the importance of sharing and turn taking
● the children to work together while respecting everyone's individuality.
● the development of children's positive attitudes and dispositions towards learning.
● independence in a secure and supportive atmosphere.
● sound foundations towards all areas of the National Curriculum.
● fun & to realise that learning is fun.
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Four Overarching principles:
1. every child is a unique child, who is constantly learning and can be resilient, capable, confident and selfassured;
2. children learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships;
3. children learn and develop well in enabling environments, in which their experiences respond to their
individual needs and there is a strong partnership between teachers and parents; and
4. children develop and learn in different ways and at different rates. The framework covers the education and
care of all children in early years provision, including children with special educational needs and disabilities.
Please see also the Curriculum Policy
Key person - teacher
Each child is assigned a key person. In the Nursery this is one of the two group teachers and in Reception this is the class
teachers. Their role is to help ensure that every child’s care is tailored to meet their individual needs to help the child
become familiar with the setting, offer a settled relationship for the child and build a relationship with their parents.
Nursery parents are told their child’s group teacher and their role on or before the first day of term. Reception parents are
given this information in the meeting in June before the start of school in September. All staff information is also on the
school website and in the school handbooks. The class teacher ensures that every child’s learning and care is tailored to
meet their individual needs. They seek to engage and support parents in guiding their child’s development at home and will
also help families engage with more specialist support if appropriate.
Information and records
Falkner House maintains records and obtain and share information (with parents, other professionals working with the
child, and the police, social services and Ofsted as appropriate) to ensure the safe and efficient management of the
school, and to help ensure the needs of all children are met. Falkner House has a regular two-way flow of information
with parents and, if requested, Falkner House would consider incorporating parents’ comments into children’s records.
Records are easily accessible and available. Confidential information and records about staff and children are held
securely and only accessible and available to those who have a right or professional need to see them. Falkner House is
aware of their responsibilities under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and where relevant the Freedom
of Information Act 2000.
Falkner House ensures that all staff understand the need to protect the privacy of the children in their care as well as the
legal requirements that exist to ensure that information relating to the child is handled in a way that ensures
confidentiality. Parents must be given access to all records about their child, provided that no relevant exemptions apply
to their disclosure under the DPA1.
Records relating to individual children are retained for a reasonable period of time after they have left Falkner House.
Information about the child
Falkner House records the following information for each child in their care: full name; date of birth; name and address
of every parent and/or carer who is known to the provider (and information about any other person who has parental
responsibility for the child); which parent(s) the child normally lives with; and emergency contact details for parents
and/or carers.

1

The Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA) gives parents the right to access information about their child that a provider holds. However, the DPA
also sets out specific exemptions under which certain personal information may, under specific circumstances, be withheld from release. For
example, a relevant professional will need to give careful consideration as to whether the disclosure of certain information about a child could
cause harm either to the child or any other individual. It is therefore essential that all Falkner House staff have an understanding of how data
protection laws operate.
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Information about Falkner House
Falkner House must hold the following documentation:
●
●
●

name, home address and telephone number of the school and any other person living or employed on the
premises2
name, home address and telephone number of anyone else who will regularly be in unsupervised contact with
the children at Falkner House3
a daily record of the names of the children being cared for on the premises, their hours of attendance and the
names of their teacher

Information for parents
Parents are told before their child starts at Falkner House that all required information is on the school website. All
school policies and the Nursery and Main school handbook are on the website
Falkner House makes the following information available to parents:
● how the EYFS is being delivered in the setting, and how parents can access more information (for
example, via the DfE or school website)
● the range and type of activities and experiences provided for children, the daily routines of the setting,
and how parents can share learning at home;
● how the setting supports children with special educational needs and disabilities (in Equal
Opportunities Policy);
● food and drinks provided for children;
● details of the provider's policies and procedures including the procedure to be followed in the event of
a parent failing to collect a child at the appointed time, or in the event of a child going missing at, or
away from, the setting;
● staffing in the setting; the name of their child’s teacher and their role; and a telephone number for
parents to contact in an emergency; and
● if Falkner House becomes aware that the school is to be inspected4, parents are notified immediately.
After an inspection, Falkner House supplies a copy of the report to parents.
● written reports describing progress and goals are sent to parents at the end of the Summer term.
● A curriculum meeting is held for both Nursery and Reception parents in September

2

Contact details of the headteacher are in Parent – School contract

3

n/a as there is never regular unsupervised contact
4

Falkner House inspections are carried out by ISI who is licensed by Ofsted. Ofsted has regard to the EYFS in carrying out inspections, and
reports on the quality and standards of provision. ISI reports are available from www.isi.org. Ofsted publishes inspection reports at
www.ofsted.gov.uk. Ofsted may issue a notice to improve (in respect of any failure to meet a requirement in the document), and/or may issue a welfare
requirements notice. It is an offence for a provider to fail to comply with a welfare requirements notice.
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Parents as partners
Objectives
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

To work with parents in an atmosphere of mutual respect within which children can have security and confidence.
To provide support and guidance to parents as educators.
To value the contribution parents make towards their child's learning.
To provide parents with information about the Nursery or Reception before their child starts.
To work with parents in building up a profile of their child's development and needs.
To advise Nursery parents about Reception classes and schools their child might go to.
To provide guidance, advice & resources to support home learning.

Operating policy
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Parents are welcome to telephone at any time to discuss concerns; there is not an answer phone during school hours.
Parents are very welcome to request teacher appointments as often as desired.
Where there are significant concerns in the development of a child, the staff, after discussion with the parents, will
liaise with the school SENCO as well as outside therapists or educational psychologists in order to ensure that the
child receives the support that he/she needs.
There are open days before half term in the Autumn and Summer terms.
The parents are notified in advance of the topics for the term.
Parents may be asked for extra resources that would assist for the topic for the term.
Activities are always on display.

Prior to joining the Nursery
●

●
●

Parents are invited to a meeting in June when the Headteacher and the Head of the Nursery outline the
curriculum and the Nursery structure. It is intended to offer an opportunity for parents to ask questions as well as
being a forum for advice & ideas to make the first days of school easier for the children.
Parents and their children are also invited into Nursery to allow them to familiarise themselves with the routines
and atmosphere and to meet the teachers on an individual basis.
Parents are given a welcome pack containing a Falkner House Nursery Handbook.

In Nursery
●

●

●
●

Parents are told that they are welcome to make as many meetings with their child’s teacher as they wish and that
the class teacher will always call if she feels that she would like to have a discussion on any aspect of their child’s
development.
All Nursery pupils wishing to be considered for entry to the Main school are assessed during the Autumn term
(boys) Spring term (girls) for a possible September entry in Reception. The assessment and criteria for entry are
the same as for external candidates. Places are offered on the suitability of Falkner House for each child.
Nursery has a Christmas show for parents.
There is a curriculum meeting in September for Nursery parents

Prior to joining Reception
●

●

●

Parents are invited to a meeting in June when the Headteacher, the Head of the Lower School and the Reception
Class teacher outline the curriculum and the Reception structure. It is intended to offer an opportunity for parents
to ask questions as well as being a forum for advice & ideas to make the first days of school easier for the children.
Parents and their children are also invited into Reception for an Open afternoon in June to allow them to
familiarise themselves with the atmosphere and to meet the teachers on an individual basis. The children are
introduced to their “Grande” (a Year 6 pupil). The children are free to explore the classroom meet their “Grande”
& talk to the teachers. Uniform will be on sale and parents are encouraged to interact with staff and other
families. Second hand uniform is on sale.
Parents are given a welcome pack containing a Falkner House Parent Handbook.
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In Reception
●

●
●
●

Parents are invited to a parent evenings in December. Parents are told that they are welcome to make as many
meetings as they wish throughout the year and that the class teacher will always call if they feel that they would like
to have a discussion on any aspect of their child’s development.
There is a curriculum meeting in September for all Reception parents
In September parents are invited to a reading workshop that explains the school reading policy and how to help
their child at home
Written reports are sent to parents at the end of the Summer term.

Nursery Planning and observation
Medium Term Planning
The medium term plan lasts a term although this is flexible. Topic planning takes place on a half termly / termly basis.
Topic planning is done so as to identify each of the key areas of learning ensuring that all are covered within the planning.
The medium plan is a working document and changes are made following the lead of the children, during the life of the
project. In order for children to develop their ideas, time and material is always provided as appropriate. The topic will
introduce the children to new ideas, knowledge and skills, focusing on their curiosity about the world around them. The
aim is always to build on what the children already know and keep records to ensure that the children’s interests and needs
are met. The medium term plan gives the teachers a bank of activities linked to a theme while exposing the children to new
ideas and challenging their thinking. The topic planning takes into account four overarching principals
Short Term Planning
The short term plan brings together planning for individual children based on observations and topics from the medium
term plan. The focus of the short term plan is to provide the optimum balance of child initiated play and adult guided
activities. The latter include literacy and numeracy work and group session. The learning intentions are both broad and
flexible and provide the children with plenty of opportunities for speaking and listening. All six areas of learning are given
equal weight. The following documents are used:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Weekly plan
The learning environment – continuous and enhanced provision
A plan for focus children
Observations

Ongoing observations of the children participating in everyday activities will help the staff to build up an accurate
picture of children’s development and learning and thus to assist in targeting their teaching to improve learning
outcomes and form a crucial part of short term planning.
The timetable is detailed due to the need to link with Main School as to the use of the playground and big room. As
regards activities within the Nursery areas themselves the teachers can and do make alterations to the timetable if
necessary according to staff observation of the childrens’ energies, enthusiasms and expressed wishes.
Group & individual work is done as is required for differentiation & or special needs.
All areas of the classrooms are to be used: the book corner, white board, computer & accessories, construction
material, discovery table & shelves that are organised for the children to access themselves. Equipment & materials
are attractive, accessible & continually updated
The teaching approach is to ensure a child's understanding is clear, & if it is not, to reinforce this with extra support &
further activities. Children are respected in the classroom & are always being praised for their input.
Outdoor play is encouraged and lessons may take place in the school playground (subject to use by other classes)
Support is given to the class teacher (s) by full time assistant(s). Additional staff are also available to take / or plan for
children in need of remedial help or emotional support, out of the classroom for short intensive sessions.
The Children Act 1989 emphasises that people working with children under five should know the activities which
enable children to develop knowledge, understanding & the concepts to be developed within and beyond Nursery and
Reception.
The Reception curriculum links with Year 1 and beyond to ensure progression & continuity and to be effective, should
be carefully structured.
Well-planned, purposeful activity and appropriate intervention will engage children in the learning process.
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Reception
The Reception curriculum outlined below is extended and developed in subject specific schemes of work. Whilst the
emphasis in Reception is still on the three prime areas of learning as well as the four specific areas, lessons are timetabled
according to subject whilst retaining the principles of active learning and engagement. There is still a mixture of child and
adult initiated activities. Reception planning is not wholly topic based. A different key text will be used on a weekly basis in
English lessons which will usually influence what is explored in lessons about understanding the world. A different maths
focus is used each week which builds on pupils’ understanding and ability. Planning is flexible and changes as necessary so
that if a teacher feels that pupils need more time to explore a certain area then more time can be given. All work is
differentiated according to a pupil’s need.
Nursery and Reception Falkner House Curriculum areas of learning and development
The seven areas of learning and development shape the educational programme in Nursery and Reception. The school
aims to guide the development of the children so that they complete Reception ready to benefit fully from the
opportunities ahead of them. All areas of learning and development are important and inter-connected. Three prime
areas are particularly crucial for igniting children’s curiosity and enthusiasm for learning, and for building their capacity to
learn, form relationships and thrive.
The three prime areas:
1. Communication and language development involves giving children opportunities to experience a rich
language environment; to develop their confidence and skills in expressing themselves; and to speak and listen
in a range of situations.
2. Physical development involves providing opportunities for young children to be active and interactive;
and to develop their co-ordination, control, and movement. Children are helped to understand the
importance of physical activity, and to make healthy choices in relation to food.
3. Personal, social and emotional development involves helping children to develop a positive sense of
themselves, and others; to form positive relationships and develop respect for others; to develop social skills
and learn how to manage their feelings; to understand appropriate behaviour in groups; and to have confidence
in their own abilities.
The four specific areas, through which the three prime areas are strengthened and applied:
1. Literacy development involves encouraging children to link sounds and letters and to begin to read and write.
Children have access to a wide range of reading materials (books, poems, and other written materials) to ignite their
interest.
2. Mathematics involves providing children with opportunities to develop and improve their skills in counting,
understanding and using numbers, calculating simple addition and subtraction problems; and to describe shapes,
spaces, and measures.
3. Understanding the world involves guiding children to make sense of their physical world and their
community through opportunities to explore, observe and find out about people, places, technology and the
environment.
4. Expressive arts and design involves enabling children to explore and play with a wide range of media and
materials, as well as providing opportunities and encouragement for sharing their thoughts, ideas and feelings
through a variety of activities in art, music, movement, dance, role- play, and design and technology.
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Teachers consider the individual needs, interests, and stage of development of each child in their care to plan a
challenging and enjoyable experience for each child in all areas of learning and development. The Nursery is expected to
focus strongly on the three prime areas, which are the basis for successful learning in the other four specific areas. The
prime areas reflect the key skills and capacities needed by all children to develop and learn effectively, and become ready
for school. The balance will shift towards a more equal focus on all areas of learning as children grow in confidence and
ability within the three prime areas. Each area of learning and development is implemented through planned, purposeful
play and through a mix of adult-led and child-initiated activity. Play is essential for children’s development, building their
confidence as they learn to explore, to think about problems, and relate to others. Children learn by leading their own
play, and by taking part in play which is guided by adults. Judgments are made by teachers about the balance between
child led activities and adult led or guided activities. Teachers respond to each child’s emerging needs and interests,
guiding their development through warm, positive interaction. As children grow older, and as their development allows,
the balance shifts towards more adult led activities, to prepare children for more formal learning.
In planning and guiding children’s activities, teachers reflect on the different ways that children learn and reflect these in
their practice. Four characteristics of effective teaching and learning are:
● playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’;
● active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy
achievements; and
● creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas,
and develop strategies for doing things.
● personal involvement in their own learning - children should feel able to feedback and discuss with
staff their own learning
In Nursery, a typical session begins with an hour of free play where the children independently select activities. During
that time there is also a creative activity to take part in. After this first hour, the children tidy up, go to the toilets and go
outside to the playground for break time up to thirty minutes, weather depending. Snack time follows, where a drink of
milk or water and a selection of cut fresh fruit is provided. Each group teacher then has an individual group time where
the topic is discussed and the weekly letter or number focus is introduced.
Each day the children are exposed to early literacy and numeracy. Every child's understanding and progress is monitored
closely so that their program reflects their individual stages of development. Each term has a different theme: e.g water,
animals, journeys, shapes, occupations, fairy tales, transport, stories, ourselves, seasons, art and activities are planned within
that focus.
In Reception, the curriculum is separated into topics and specific subjects- Music, PE, French, Maths, English, which
have individual schemes of work as well as being incorporated into the topic planning. The schedule is of course flexible
and is varied according to pupil energies, desires and observed progress.
The daily routine is a mixture of the following:
●
●
●
●

individual play with activities chosen by the child
small group or individual "work" with the child's group teacher
whole class activities
playtime in the playground

Pre and post school care Reception only - Provision in pre and post school care which is run by the school
(Early / Late Birds) is guided by, but does not necessarily meet, all the learning and development requirements.
Teachers discuss with parents and other staff as appropriate the support they intend to offer, seeking to
complement learning in settings in which children spend more time.
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Communication and language
Objectives
● To provide a stimulating environment in which language skills can be nurtured & developed.
● To provide visual, auditory & tactile experiences as stimuli for all children.
● To develop, extend & enrich communication skills in order to enable children to function effectively as a member of
society.
● To encourage a love and care of books & an understanding that print carries meaning.
● To use writing as a means of communication, for conveying information, expressing thoughts, ideas and feelings and
as a means of recording information and facts.
● To provide children with a wide range of books, e.g. story books, nursery rhyme books, reference/non fiction books
etc.
● To promote & enhance development of language & literacy.
Operating policy
Provide children with experiences to promote:
LISTENING:
● The skill of an attentive listener so as to process information, interact with others & begin to share in other's feelings
& thoughts.
● Responding to simple instructions and to sustain attentive listening, responding by relevant questions, comments or
actions.
● Imagination & aesthetic awareness, & to develop the ability to respond to their own experiences & those of others.
● Using a wide range of vocabulary.
● Speaking clearly with confidence & control showing awareness of the listener.
● Using speech to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events.
● Enjoying listening to stories, songs and rhymes and for pupils to make up their own songs and stories.
● Using language to imagine & recreate roles and experiences.
UNDERSTANDING
● Showing an understanding of the elements of a story, such as main character, sequence of events and answering
questions about where, who, why and how.

TALKING
●
●
●

Support the children in forming relationships based on fluency and skills in verbal communication with both peers and
adults. They are encouraged to improve their interaction with others in the expression of thoughts and feelings.
Experiencing the spoken word as a means of conveying information, sharing and receiving of ideas and of gaining
insight into the world of imagination.
Extend vocabulary and explore the meanings of sounds and new words.

PRESENTATION
● Left to right, top to bottom encouraged on lined or blank paper.
● Children do not write the date.
READING Reception only - See Parent Handbook and Reception SOW
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Physical development
Objectives
● To provide a balanced programme of activities to support the physical development & well-being of the children.
● To discuss and recognise the importance of keeping healthy.
● To promote enthusiasm, enjoyment & confidence in developing & using physical skills.
Operating policy
To provide children with experiences to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Move with confidence, imagination and safety with the emphasis on supporting individual progression.
Demonstrate and move with control and co-ordination.
Travel around, under, over and through balancing and climbing equipment.
Demonstrate awareness of space, of themselves and of others.
Use a range of small and large equipment in order to develop both fine and gross motor control.
Handle tools, objects, construction and malleable materials with safety and increasing control.
Respond physically to verbal, auditory & visual stimuli such as music, stories, pictures, etc.
Develop awareness of health and safety and the children are encouraged to discuss these aspects.
Develop skills of co-operation, taking turns, team building throughout the curriculum with adult support provided
where appropriate.
The syllabus includes gymnastics, dance, athletics and ball skills. Reception takes part in the whole school cross
country event as well as the Main School sports day. Nursery have their own Sports Day

Scheme of work
●

●

Fine motor skills: sand & water play; modelling with play dough & clay; painting, printing, colouring; peg games and
puzzles, threading, cutting with scissors; dressing up, buttoning clothes, doing up zips; use of small construction toys
(duplo, stickle bricks, small world etc.); handling pencils and crayons; collage & other sticking activities; use of
computer (mouse).
Gross motor skills: outdoor play using a variety of equipment (e.g. slides, climbing frames etc.); games involving
running, jumping, chasing, hopping; balancing activities; kicking, throwing & catching large and small balls; rolling,
bouncing, striking large and small balls; changing direction & speed; moving to music, following beat and introducing,
in the dance lesson, basic steps e.g. walking, marching, trotting, cantering, skipping through imaginative stories.
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Personal, social, emotional and economic development (PHSEE)
Objectives
● To provide the children with the opportunity to observe, interact and learn
● To promote and develop self-esteem and self-responsibility alongside interest in learning, understanding & value for
the child's own experiences those of other people.
● To promote confidence and motivation to learn.
Operating policy
Provide children with experiences to:
●
●

Promote the development of independence and confidence and self-respect in trying out new activities.
Help them to understand of what is right and wrong.
● Promote the development of responsibility for their own learning,
● Support them to make decisions and to initiate ideas and speak in familiar groups.
● Promote a developing respect of own culture and beliefs and consideration and respect those of others.
● Enable them to form good social relationships with adults and peers and to resolve conflict through negotiation.
● Encourage them to work as part of a group, taking turns and sharing fairly.
● Support them to treat living things and their environment with care and concern.
● Help them express their feelings.
● Encourage them to dress and undress independently and manage their own hygiene including oral hygene..
● Help them to select and use activities and resources independently.
● Encourage attention and concentration and perseverance to enable them to concentrate to seek help from others
when necessary;
● Provide opportunity to express their opinions, & to consider & respect those of others;
● Promote the development of equal opportunities & respect for people of other cultures & beliefs;
● Promote road safety
● Explain how to dial 999 and deal with an emergency
● Enable them to succeed.
In providing such experiences the adults:

●
●
●
●

Are aware of the role models which they themselves provide for the children;
Value the culture & circumstances pertaining to the individual child;
Share an agreed view about the schools ethos;
Encourage parents & other community members to share in the life of the school.

Scheme of work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Role play, theme corner and dressing up
Using the toilets independently and washing hands
Sharing snack time
Circle time : group discussion
Use of puppets, storytelling, literature with a moral message
Bible stories and drama activities based on such stories
Use of books, photographs, information technology and artefacts to provoke discussion and listening to others
Use of games and activities that involve turn taking and following rules

PHSEE is not timetabled in Nursery and Reception as it pervades every aspect of the school day.
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Literacy – reading and writing
Objectives
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Using writing as a means of communication. The children experience the use of writing as a means of conveying
information, expressing thoughts, ideas & feelings, & as a means of recording & ordering facts & information.
Read/recognise own name and use phonic knowledge to read words.
Write own name and attempt writing for different purposes.
Hold a pencil and use it effectively.
Form recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed. Pupils in Reception will have daily handwriting lessons
using Read Write Inc memory rhymes to help pupils to remember how to form them.
Promoting an enjoyment of books both individually and shared. In Reception pupils will take part in shared reading
and writing sessions on a daily basis. After October half term all Reception pupils will read individually with a member
of staff on a daily basis and a book will be sent home to share with parents.
Using books to gather information.
Knowing that words and pictures carry meaning and that in English print is read from right to left and from top to
bottom.
Hear and say sounds in words,
Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding all

Scheme of work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

One-to-one discussion and group discussion
Role play
Singing songs and saying nursery rhymes
Making up & telling stories based on pictures
Listening to stories followed by discussion, sequencing parts of the story, identifying characters and predicting what
might happen next
Following simple instructions
Sound lotto games
Sorting & matching games
Sequencing activities
Recognise own name card and names of others in the group
Labelling of personal items with the child's name and labelling of classroom displays items etc.
Games matching sounds to letters
Book/Reading corner
Display of items starting with a particular letter (focus letter)
Paper and writing equipment ,play dough, sand tray and clay available
Colouring, tracing over lines, shapes and letters and dot-to-dot drawings
In Reception the 45 high frequency words are sent home, a few words at a time, to be learnt off by heart as
appropriate
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Teaching of phonics
The Read Write Inc phonic scheme is used throughout Nursery and Reception where all 44 phonemes are taught in a
systematic and structured way.
●
●

●
●

We go through the 26 letters of the alphabet throughout the year. Reception goes through the 44 phonemes plus some
of the 70 ways that there are to spell these sounds.
We teach letters phonetically using songs, rhymes, games and stories to reinforce and illustrate each sound.
● In Nursery a sound shelf is changed accordingly, displaying a variety of objects and pictures starting with the
focused sound. Children are encouraged to bring in to school objects starting with that sound, and they are
displayed on the sound shelf.
● In Reception pupils focus recap all 44 sounds in the first few weeks at school before learning some of the vowel
and consonant digraphs. Pupils will take part in a phonics lesson almost daily and will sound out simple CVC
words as soon as four sounds have been revised. Pupils will read and write simple words using tiles and
whiteboards.
We encourage children to write letters (and their names) according to their ability. We always start by tracing letters in
sand and writing letters on a big board before writing them on paper.
We use letters in our creative lessons, printing, collage work etc.
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Mathematics
Objectives
●
●
●
●

To provide children with a broad and varied experience in which mathematical language, skills & concepts can be
created, supported & nurtured.
To encourage enthusiasm, confidence and the development of knowledge in exploring, using and applying a broad
range of mathematical concepts.
To give the child opportunities to experiment and make generalisations
To stimulate dialogue, activity and thought and to be supported by open-ended questioning.

Operating policy
To provide children with experiences to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

See maths as part of life - the potential for developing mathematical awareness is built into all the activities provided.
Sort, match & compare a wide variety of objects & materials and to be able to count systematically and understand the
meaning of number.
Encourage the acquisition of concepts
Use developing mathematical ideas and methods to solve practical problems.
To observe peers & adults using & applying mathematical skills & concepts in everyday situations.
To explore the properties of a wide range of materials in a range of contexts with & without adult input, as well as
experience of real life situations such as cooking, shopping & sharing.
Develop confidence & enthusiasm by sensitive adult input that provided by open-ended questioning & the
development of mathematical thinking & language.
Begin to use language such as bigger, smaller, heavier or lighter to compare quantities.
Use language to describe position.
Explore the properties of a wide range of materials and experience situations such as cooking. etc.
Say and use number names in order in familiar contexts.
Count reliably up to 10 everyday objects (in Reception, up to 20 and beyond)
Recognise numerals 1 to 9 and order them (in Reception up to 20 and beyond)
Use language such as "more" or "less" to compare two numbers.
Recognise and recreate simple patterns.
Recognise, explore and describe shapes.
Show awareness of number in relation to self (e.g. own age, house number etc.)
Begin to use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting (and in Reception exploring the relationship between
the two operations)
Explore freely before given more structured activities.

Scheme of work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Free play with a wide variety of objects with language input from the teacher as appropriate.
Construction toys, sand and water play, train set etc.
Model making, collage, printing, painting, paper cutting, play dough.
Puzzles, sorting & matching games and activities.
Thread beads and pattern activities.
Put toys/games in the appropriate places.
Read counting books and sing number rhymes and songs.
Discussion/observation/ with clocks and timers to help to recognise the role of number in telling the time and the
concept of time.
Discussion about days of the week, yesterday, tomorrow, at the weekend, the seasons supported by songs, books and
calendar.
Birth dates discussed & celebration of birthdays.
Home corner/theme corner
Relate quantity of objects to numerals.
Numbers are learnt on a daily basis through songs, rhymes, counting games, puzzles and displays. Snack time, circle
time and register, playtime, free play, cookery are all wonderful opportunities to teach children numbers.
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●
●
●
●
●

To discover the children's knowledge of numbers, consolidate it and gradually extend it.
The children are introduced to the Number Zoo scheme
In order for the children to learn to count and recognise numbers, repetition is essential and needed daily.
Sorting and matching games also helps the learning.
We incorporate shape activities, colour matching and number games to reinforce the children's awareness and
understanding of numbers.

Material used: numicon, number puzzles, matching and sorting games, sandpaper numbers, Number Zoo, cookery
activities, songs, rhymes, measuring and weighing, shapes, board games
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History, Geography and Science - understanding of the world

Objectives
●

To provide the children with a range of opportunities and activities which embrace the natural & made world so as to
enable the children to make observations, comparisons, predictions & representations concerning the world around
them.

Operating policy
To provide children with experiences to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Investigate and be encouraged to question, hypothesise, predict and observe & to form opinions based upon their
experiences.
Encourage parental and community links to further support learning.
Explore and investigate objects and materials, using all of their senses.
Find out about living things, objects, events & places they live.
Look closely at similarities, differences, patterns and changes (cooking).
Question about why things happen and how things work.
Build and construct with a wide range of objects.
Select tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join material.
Find out about past and present events in their lives and those of family members and other people.
Begin to know about cultures and beliefs
Use ICT, complete a programme on computer and to use everyday technology to support learning.

Scheme of work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Visits within the local environment, park, shops followed by discussions
School visit by a policeman, librarian, etc.
Summer outing (Chelsea Physic garden, Museum of Fulham Palace, Art gallery etc, London tour and visit to Science
Museum
Stories relating to events in the past (grandparents, parents, teachers when they were children)
Comparison of items from past with present day (carriages & cars, candle & electricity)
Observation of the daily weather and keeping weather charts
Observation of animals and plants, using non fiction books
Observation of items with magnifying glasses, binoculars & microscopes
Construction of toys, models and vehicles
Use of computer programmes to support learning (In Reception eeekly structured computing lessons)
Use of the mouse and understanding computer vocabulary
Cooking: investigating changes
Parental & community links are encouraged to further support learning
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Expressive arts and design

Objectives
●
●

To explore a wide range of materials and media which will enable the children to appreciate & understand the different
forms & purposes covering creative activity.
To enable the children to express their ideas & feelings & to promote the development of imagination.

Operating policy
To provide children with experiences for each area of creative development to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Explore colour, texture, shape, form and space in two/three dimensions.
Sing simple songs from memory.
Recognise repeated sounds and sound patterns.
Match movement to music.
Use imagination in art and design, music, dance, role play and stories.
Respond in a variety of ways using all the senses (hear, smell, taste, touch and feel)
Express and communicate ideas, thoughts and feelings by using a range of materials, tools, role play, movement,
musical instruments and a variety of songs.
● Gain awareness of colour in life and the environment and differentiate colours.
● Access & opportunity to handle equipment covering a variety of techniques & interpretations.
● Explore in an open-ended manner the properties of a wide range of materials/media. Staff will be aware that it is the
process, & not the end product, which aids creative development
● to explore freely by themselves, with peers, & with sensitive adult input, in order to extend the knowledge & skills
required to make informed choices & develop personal interpretation.
Scheme of work
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Use of play dough, clay, plasticene, soapflakes mix, finger painting, cornflower mix, wet & dry sand, water trays
Create collage, sculpture, junk modelling
Thread objects, thread cards, weave
Experiment with chalk, charcoal, pastels, rubbing, felt-tips, crayons, stencils
Paint with rollers, brushes, sponges; marbling, bubbles
Hand prints, foot prints, fruit & vegetable printing, leaf printing, sponge printing, marble rolling
Sing action songs, nursery rhymes, songs
Play with instruments and percussion instruments for rhythmic accompaniment , pitch, volume and speed
Listen and gain an exposure of sounds in the environment ( CD)
Match music to movement, dance to music
Dress up games, home corner, role play, imaginative play with dolls, animals, dolls house, small world.
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